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Abstract: Mobile devices equipped with sensor are generating an amount of geo-spatial related data1

that properly analyzed can be use for future applications. In particular, being able to establish similar2

trajectories is crucial to analyze events on those points common in the trajectories. CROSS-CPP3

is an European project which main aim is to provide tools to store data in a data market and to4

have a toolbox to analyze the data. As part of these analytic tools, a set of functionalities have been5

developed to cluster trajectories. Based on previous work on clustering algorithms we present in6

this paper Quickbundels algorithm adaptation to trajectory clustering algorithm. Experiments using7

different distance measures show that Quickbundles outperforms spectral clustering using different8

distance metrics, being the geodesic distance the one that provides the best results.9

Keywords: trajectory mining; mobile data; clustering; anomaly detection.10

1. Introduction11

Nowadays there is a growing number of devices connected to internet and it is expected an12

exponential rise along with the development of 5G communication standards. The availability of13

data and the increase of computation capacity have boosted the proliferation of new applications.14

Geolocation services have attracted great interest due to the easy collection of geopositional data15

through all kind of devices. This type of data can proceed from taxi services, customer to customer16

geolocation based e-commerce, electrical micro-mobility (bikes and scooters), wearable (specially health17

focused) , . . . . These new services have realised the relevance of analysing the moving patterns of18

their customers as a key characteristic to improve their value proposition and competitivity. Obtaining19

knowledge from moving agents data has applications such as routes optimization, prediction of20

traffic, customized trips or fleets management in the mobility field. Additionally, the maturity of the21

mentioned services is impacting the mobility in the cities. The study of citizens moving patterns may22

push forward more customized transportation and other public services.23

The surge in data from moving objects faces several challenges. One of them is how to extract24

useful insights of the data. Clustering of trajectories refers to grouping them based on a similarity25

measure. It is a task that serves as a exploratory step in the discovery of patterns in moving objects26

and enables to synthesize the information by establishing a representative trajectory for each cluster.27

By so, it serves as a base where to start deeper analysis about the characteristics of the trajectories.28
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A second challenge is related with quality assurance and trust. In the diversity and randomness29

typical of the data of moving objects it is vital to establish the data that corresponds to real behaviours30

and which is due to errors in the sensors or systems. This task is referred as outlier/anomaly detection.31

It is domain specific and it is also used for detection of fraudulent activities, since these activities32

usually fall apart from expected common behaviour.33

Another challenge in the application of trajectories data analysis is the development of34

user-friendly tools that enable the development of services to extract knowledge from integrated data35

sources. CROSS-CPP 1 is a project wich main aim is the development of a system for the integration36

and analytics of data streams coming from high volume (mass) products with cyber physical features.37

Its purpose is to offer new cross sectorial services and focus on the commercial confidentiality, privacy38

and ethical issues using a context sensitive approach. In the framework of this project a toolbox has39

been developed to provide the analysis services. The toolbox includes algorithms for different machine40

learning tasks both on stream and batch mode.In particular, we focus in this paper on the clustering of41

moving objects.42

Quickbundles [1] is known to be a clustering algorithm for tractography segmentation that has43

shown good performance in the health domain. Tractografies, same as moving-objects trajectories44

may be defined as streamlines. Thus, we propose in this paper to adapt Quickbundles for trajectory45

clustering and to integrate it into CROSS-CPP analytic toolbox. The adaptation is not straightforward46

and some challenges have to be faced: i) Quickbundles assumes streamlines being defined by a settled47

number of points, as a consequence, in this paper we solve the problem to define different trajectories48

under the same number of points; ii) Distance among streamlines: the measure of the distances is49

adjusted for moving objects trajectories.50

The paper presents the results of the experiments carried out with two datasets: i) Porto Kaggle51

dataset2 and ii) CROSS-CPP dataset3. We will also show how the integration looks like in CROSS-CPP52

and how it can be accessed. Consequently, the main contributions of the paper are as follows: i)53

The adaption of Quickbundles algorithm for mobile data, ii) The analysis of its performance in real54

trajectories datasets and iii) the integration into the CROSS-CPP environment.55

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows: Section 4 reviews the advances of other56

similar approaches in the literature. In section 5 the proposed solution is detail and the implementation57

guidelines are given. In section 6 the results of experiments using the well known taxi trajectories and58

the data extracted from CROSS-CPP databases are shown. Section 8 presents the pros and cons of the59

presented approach. To end with, section 9 presents the conclusions as well as the future research lines.60

2. Preliminaries61

Prior to presenting the approach to cluster trajectories some preliminary definitions are62

introduced.63

2.1. Definition of trajectory64

A trajectory is the path followed by a moving object. Formally, a trajectory s is defined as a65

chronological sequence of multi-dimensional locations which is denoted by s = P1, P2, ..., Pn being n66

the number of points. Each point Pn is represented as Locationj tuple at time Tj. [2]67

2.2. Distance measurements68

The concept of distance among trajectories refers to the criteria to measure the similarity of69

trajectories. In this paper the similarity focuses on the geometric patterns of trajectories. Two trajectories70

1 https://www.cross-cpp.eu/
2 https://www.kaggle.com/crailtap/taxi-trajectory
3 Due to privacy constrains the dataset is not publicly available
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are identical if they have the same length and they are defined by the same positions independently of71

the time. This kind of similarity is well suited for analysis of routes in cities and countries: commuting72

routes from homes to work places, hotspot areas and holidays road trips.73

3. QuickBundles and Minimum Direct-Flip similarity metric74

QuickBundles (QB) and Minimum Direct-Flip (MDF) [1] similarity metric were developed for75

simplification of tractography data, this is a 3D modeling technique that represents nerve tracts. In76

this section, the similarity metric MDF and the QB clustering algorithm are explained.77

MDF, see equation 1, is suitable only when the trajectories are defined by the same number of78

points. The metric has no preferred orientation.79

ddirect(s, t) = d(s, t) =
1
K ∑ |si − ti|,

d f lipped(s, t) = d(s, tF) = d(sF, t)

MDF(s, t) = min(ddirect(s, t), d f lipped(s, t))

(1)

Where |si − ti| denotes the Euclidean distances between two points, s is a trajectory and t is the80

mean of the Euclidean distance. Figure 1 provides an insight of the working of the metric.81

Figure 1. Operation of MDF.
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QB is a simple clustering algorithm with linear time performance with respect to the number of82

trajectories. In the following lines the main ideas and the algorithm are presented, for further detail83

see [1].84

QB computing times depend lineally to the number of samples because i) it uses MDF with linear85

complexity; and ii) there is no reassignment of the trajectories clustering. This means trajectories86

are evaluated only once when performing the clustering and opposed to K-means, where there is87

amalgamating phase. Clusters are defined by a triplet c = (I, h, n) where I is a list of indexes of the88

trajectories in the cluster, n is the number of trajectories in the cluster, and h is the trajectories sum. h is89

a Kx2 matrix which can be updated for new trajectories. (see 2)90

h =
n

∑
n=1

si (2)

This way, the centroid of the cluster is defined by v:91

v =
h
n

(3)

Among the strengths of this clustering algorithm we have its mentioned lineal complexity, the92

easiness to interpret the clusters and the versatility provided by changing the number of points that93

define each trajectory and the threshold value to consider trajectories are similar. All of these become94

very useful in the exploration of a dataset of trajectories.95

4. Related work96

As it has been mentioned above, the proposed approach adapts the algorithm presented in [1] for97

clustering and performs anomaly detection based on that. Consequently, in what follows we review98

previous approaches for trajectory clustering and detection of anomalies.99

4.1. Clustering of trajectories100

Trajectory clustering is a a common practice in trajectories data mining, it consists in grouping the101

trajectories based on a similarity measure. The nature of trajectories as multidimensional data enables102

different clustering approaches that may be domain or application specific.103

4.1.1. Distances between trajectories104

An important aspect in the clustering of trajectories is the computing of the distances among them.105

The first point to be accounted is that moving objects travel in the Earth in most of the cases. So then106

the distance metric may consider the curvature of its surface. This is the case for the great circle and107

ellipsoids geodesic distance. In other cases the effect of the curvature of the Earth is negligible, then108

the most used metric is the euclidean, but there are others like the Hausdorff or the longest common109

subsequence. [2].110

Distances between two points on the Earth: The shortest distance between two points on the111

surface of the Earth is referred as the geodesic distance. There are several formulas to calculate the112

geodesic with lesser or greater error depending on the position in the Earth’s surface. In this regard113

the most simple model is to approximate the Earth as a sphere, then the geodesic distance is also called114

the great-circle or orthodromic distance. Another approach is to consider an ellipsoidal model of the115

Earth, then again there are several models of ellipsoids with variable error depending on the position.116

The WGS-84 ellipsoid is the most globally accurate. Among the algorithms to compute the geodesics117

Karney’s stands out [3] due to the implementation of various geodesic capabilities into a single library.118

In many cases trajectories are constrained to spatial locations of the size of an area small enough119

to assume it is flat, so then, they neglect the curvature of the planet. It is this case the most common in120

the literature with examples like taxi routes analysis, see [4] for a review of different approaches.121
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4.1.2. Spatial clustering of trajectories122

Once the distances among trajectories are computed and stored, different clustering algorithms123

may be applied. Each of them offer pros and cons and the best solution is domain specific.124

This project focuses on geometric properties of the trajectories, defined by characteristics like125

spatial distribution, proximity or length. The predominant algorithms are those based on the density126

such as DBSCAN [5] or K-means [6], where the proximity is the most important feature. One of the127

drawbacks of K-means is its tendency to form spherical clusters, which is inadequate for clustering128

several streamlines as in the present case.129

For clusters with irregular, or non-spherical shapes one of the most efficient algorithm is the130

spectral clustering [7], it uses the eigenvalues, also referred as the spectrum.131

Quickbundles, presented before at 3 is a clustering algorithm developed to reduce the132

dimensionality of brain streamlines datasets, provided by tractography. It stands out by its linear133

complexity with the number of streams and its interpretability.134

5. Quickbundles preparation stage135

5.1. Data preparation136

Quickbundles is an algorithm to overcome the complexity of segmentation of the brain fibers.The137

proposed algorithm for clustering trajectories is based on the QuickBundles method for tractography138

simplification. As it has been mentioned the clustering algorithm requires of the following:139

• All trajectories to be defined by the same number of points.140

• A distance threshold to specify the maximum value to which two trajectories are clustered141

together.142

5.2. Distance measures143

As it was mentioned in the related work the geodesic distance is the shortest distance between144

two points located at the surface of the Earth and there are several models to compute this distance:145

• Harvesine: Being the central angle (Θ) between two points in an sphere:

Θ =
d
r

(4)

where d is the distance between two points along a great circle of the sphere and r is the radious146

of the sphere.147

The Haversine (hav(Θ)) is computed directly from the latitude and longitude of the two points:

hav(Θ) = hav(ϕ2 − ϕ1) + cos ϕ1 cos ϕ2 hav(λ2 − λ1) (5)

where ϕ2, ϕ1 are the latitude of point 1 and 2. λ2, λ1 is the longitude of points 1 and 2.
The haversine function computes half a versine of the angle θ:

hav(θ) = sin2 θ

2
(6)

Then the distance between the two points:

d = r archav(hav(Θ)) = 2r arcsin(
√

hav(Θ))

d = 2r arcsin(
√

hav(ϕ2 − ϕ1) + cos ϕ1 cos ϕ2 hav(λ2 − λ1)))
(7)
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148

149

150

• Great circle: This formula was manually implemented and it is defined:

d = R arccos (sin ϕ2 ∗ sin ϕ1 + cos ϕ2 ∗ cos ϕ1 ∗ cos (λ2 − λ1)) (8)

where the d is the distance, R is the Earth radius, a constant with R = 6371 Km. Same notation as151

before for the latitude (ϕ) and longitude (λ) of each point.152

153

154

• Euclidean: By neglecting the curvature of the Earth, the euclidean distance between the two
points is defined:

d =
√
(ϕ2 − ϕ1)2 + (λ2 − λ1)2 (9)

155

156

• Geodesic WS84: In this case the model of the Earth is an ellipsoid, in particular the WS84 is the157

most globally accurate model. The used implementation is the included in the GeoPy library,158

which uses the method given by Kerney [3].159

5.3. Parameter setting160

Two clustering algorithms: Quickbundles and spectral were compared. In order to validate results,161

10 different experimentations with batches of 2000 trajectories were conducted for each algorithm and162

distance metric. This is, a total of 80 experiments were run (10 per pair algorithm-distance metric). In163

the end, the mean Silhouette Coefficients of each set of 10 experiments was taken as final results.164

To build each experimentation batch, a different approach was set depending of the data source:165

• Kaggle data: since there were 1704757 trajectories, each experiment run for an algorithm-distance166

metric pair comprised 2000 different trajectories each time, guaranteeing no repetition of167

trajectories in each experiment.168

• Cross-CPP data: data from only 5852 remained for experimentation after filtering, each169

experiment was run over a subset of 2000 randomly selected trajectories, unavoidably repeating170

trajectories between experiments.171

In each experiment, the hyperparameters of QuickBundles were adjusted via a 10-fold172

cross-validation approach. The adjusted hyperparameters were:173

• Resampling factor: number of coordinates to which each trajectory is going to be resampled (as174

the algorithm requires all trajectories to have the same number of coordinates).175

• Neighboring threshold: distance at which two trajectory points are considered to be neighbors.176

It is to note that no hyperparameters were tuned for the Spectral Clustering algorithm.177

5.4. Validation metrics178

The silhouette was the used validation metric. Based on the definition of Rousseeuw [8]. Being i a
data point in the cluster Ci. Being a the mean distance between i and all other points in the cluster:

a(i) =
1

|Ci| − 1 ∑
j∈Ci ,i 6=j

d(i, j) (10)
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The mean dissimilarity of point i to some cluster Ck is the mean of the distance from i to all points in
Ck. Being b the smallest distance of i to a cluster different than Ci:

b(i) = mink 6=i
1

Ck
∑

j∈Ck j
d(i, j) (11)

Then the silhouette value for one point i is given by:

s(i) =
b(i)− a(i)

max{a(i), b(i)} , if |Ci| > 1 (12)

The term silhouette coefficient is defined as the maximum value of the mean s(i) over all data of
the entire dataset:

SC = max
k

t(k) (13)

where t(k) represents the mean s(i) over all data for the number of clusters k.179

6. Experiments180

6.1. Data set description181

The experiments presented in this section are performed using the Kaggle dataset of taxi182

trajectories 4. As described in the web it contains trajectory information from 01/07/2013 to 30/06/2014183

for 442 taxis running in the city of Porto, in Portugal. In total 1704757 trajectories are available.184

Each register contains 9 features, described as follows:185

• TRIP_ID:(string) It contains an unique identifier for each trip.186

• CALL_TYPE: (char) It identifies the way used to demand the taxi service. It may contain one of187

three possible values:188

– A: if the trip was dispatched from the central.189

– B: If the trip was demanded on a specific stand.190

– C : Otherwise. i.e. a trip demanded on a random street.191

• ORIGINCALL (integer)192

• TAXI_ID (integer):193

• TIMESTAMP (integer) Unix Timestamp (in seconds). It identifies the trip’s start;194

• DAYTYPE (char)195

• MISSING_DATA (Boolean)196

• POLYLINE (String): It contains a list of GPS coordinates (i.e. WGS84 format) mapped as a string.197

The beginning and the end of the string are identified with brackets (i.e. [ and ], respectively).198

Each pair of coordinates is also identified by the same brackets as [LONGITUDE, LATITUDE].199

This list contains one pair of coordinates for each 15 seconds of trip. The last list item corresponds200

to the trip’s destination while the first one represents its start. Some trips have missing data201

points, then the MISSING_DATA columns is TRUE.202

For this paper the TIMESTAMP and POLYLINE features were used.203

6.2. Results204

The following table resumes the average of the silhouette coefficient for the clustering algorithms205

and the distance measures in the Kaggle dataset.206

4 https://www.kaggle.com/crailtap/taxi-trajectory
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Table 1. Table Silhoutte results for clustering algorithms for Kaggle dataset

Distance metric Quickbundles Spectral

Harvesine 0.753 0.479
Great Circle 0.772 0.332
Euclidean 0.732 0.514

Geodesic WS84 0.812 0.601

One can observe that clearly Quickbundles algorithm ourperforms Spectral clustering. Observe207

that the geeodesic distance clearly yields the best results even when points to calculate distances in the208

dataset are not so much apart.209

7. Integration and experiments CROSS-CPP210

As it was mentioned in section1 The CROSS-CPP is an IT environment for the integration and211

analytics of data streams coming from high volume (mass) products with cyber physical features.212

Consequently in this section we will firstly review the process that has to be follow to harvest data and213

make then available for the data analytics toolbox to show how the proposed clustering algorithm has214

bee integrated in Cross-CPP. Once we describe the integration on the CROSS-CPP framework we will215

analyze how to run and which have been the results of different executions using real datasets.216

In what follows, the process performed to calculate clustering of trajectories of the data available217

at the platform is analyzed. The process is divided into two phases: Obtaining access to the data (data218

harvesting) and performing the desired analysis, clustering in this case.219

7.1. Data harvesting220

The accessing data phase started by logging in the Agora website at the "Home" tab it was chosen221

vehicles origin data. Figure 2 shows the screen where basic statistics are displayed for the selected222

data:223

Figure 2. Data selection

The process continues by moving to the "Data Discovery" tab and selecting the type of signal to224

be used. Filtering by vehicles, each signal contains the values for a vehicle features, i.e. vehicle speed,225

latitude, temperature . . . . This information is contained in an channel with an unique identifier. The226

"position", channel number two, signal was chosen, containing the latitude and longitude as it can be227

seen on 3 .228
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Figure 3. Data selection

Once the channel is selected, no geographical or temporal filters have been added in the example.229

Then the platform provides useful insights in the form of heatmap for geografical reference and slide230

bar for the time distribution of the trajectories. Furthermore, general statistics are provided as well231

(see figure 5).232
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Figure 4. Heatmap of trajectories dataset and time distribution

Figure 5. Insights of the trajectories data
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The analytic phase starts upon the approval of the data request. In the "Toolbox" and trajectories233

tab, the above mentioned data request can be selected. It provides the option of adding temporal or234

geographical filters again, but none were used. Then in the analysis option "Clustering" was selected235

as it can be observed in figure 6.236

Figure 6. Illustration of the main page to perform analytics
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7.2. Experiments performed in CROSS-CPP237

7.2.1. Dataset description238

The data original unprocessed data included 6094 different trajectories, from which 742 trajectories239

with less than 100 coordinates were removed. In conclusion, 5852 trajectories were taken into account240

for the final experimentation.241

7.3. Results242

The following table resumes the average of the silhouette coefficient for the clustering algorithms243

and the distance measures in the CROSS-CPP data.244

Table 2. Table Silhoutte results for clustering algorithms for CROSS-CPP dataset

Distance metric Quickbundles Spectral

Harvesine 0.685 0.378
Great Circle 0.742 0.401
Euclidean 0.698 0.442
Geodesic 0.753 0.396

8. Discussion245

In this paper we have presented results of the integration Quickbundles algorithm for the moving246

objects trajectories clustering in the CROSS-CPP platform. Two main aspects have to be discussed: i)247

Integration issues, ii) clustering algorithm efficacy and efficiency.248

The CROSS-CPP marketplace makes possible for data providers to store data so that service249

providers can use these data to generate applications based on the knowledge extracted from these250

data. In order to extract the knowledge from the data, the analytic toolbox has been developed251

and integrated. One of the main advantages of the analytic toolbox is its flexibility to include new252

functionalities, in particular in this paper we have shown how clustering for moving objects has been253

integrated. More precisely Quickbundles algorithm has been adapted from health domain to calculate254

clustering of trajectories. In the paper we have shown the end-to-end process 7 from data harvesting255

to data analysis.256

As it has been shown the clustering has been performed in batch mode. However, it is important257

to note that the CROSS-CPP analytic toolbox allows for data-streaming mode.258

Quickbundles algorithm has been proposed in this paper for trajectory clustering. We chose this259

instead of center-based clustering algorithms such as K-means due to the fact that spherical cluster are260

not appropriate for trajectory clustering. for that reason we have compared with spectral clustering261

and difference distance measures have been used. The results show that quickbundles outperforms262

spectral. This behaviour is coherent in both datasets: the Porto Kaggle and the CROSS-CPP data.263

Despite performance (time-consumption) have not been deeply analysed the spectral algorithm264

even three times faster for the Quickbundles. Obviously, the parameter setting required for265

Quickbundles does not help in time performance.266

In relation with the distance measure. Despite, not observing a high difference in silhouette267

coefficient among distance measures in both datasets. We can say that geodesic WS84 yields a better268

result. As it was mentioned before the geodesic distance uses the WS84 ellipsoid model what helps269

in minimizing the global error. Note that this distance improved performance even the case of Porto270

where the difference of distances is not that big.271

9. Conclusions272

In this paper we have presented results of the integration Quickbundles algorithm for the moving273

objects trajectories clustering in the CROSS-CPP platform. it has been successfully integrated and its274
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available in the CROSS-CPP project. The reason to be chosen was it outperformance with relation275

to other algorithms of the literature. In particular, we have verified this fact when comparing its276

behaviour with the spectral clustering algorithm.277

Future work includes the inclusion of streaming clustering algorithms.278
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